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Abstract

In this work� we analyze the linear stability of singular homoclinic stationary solutions and
spatially�periodic stationary solutions in the one�dimensional Gray�Scott model� This stability
analysis has several implications for understanding the recently discovered phenomena of self�
replicating pulses� For each solution constructed in ���� we analytically �nd a large open region
in the space of the two scaled parameters in which it is stable� Speci�cally� for each value of
the scaled inhibitor feed rate� there exists an interval� whose length and location depend on
the solution type� of values of the activator �autocatalyst	 decay rate for which the solution
is stable� The upper boundary of each interval corresponds to a subcritical Hopf bifurcation
point� and the lower boundary is explicitly determined by �nding the parameter value where the
solution 
disappears�� i�e�� below which it no longer exists as a solution of the steady state system�
Explicit asymptotic formulae show that the one�pulse homoclinic solution gains stability �rst as
the second parameter is decreased� and then successively� the spatially periodic solutions �with
decreasing period	 become stable� Moreover� the stability intervals for di�erent solutions overlap�
Explicit determination of these stability intervals plays a central role in understanding pulse
self�replication� Numerical simulations con�rm that the spatially periodic stationary solutions
are attractors in the pulse�splitting regime and� moreover� whenever� for a given solution� the
value of the activator decay rate was taken to lie in the regime below that solution�s stability
interval� initial data close to that solution was observed to evolve toward a di�erent spatially
periodic stationary solution� one whose stability interval included the parameter value� The
main analytical technique used is that of matched asymptotic expansions�
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� Introduction

The irreversible Gray�Scott model ���� ��� ��� is governed by the equations	

�U

�t

 r�U � UV � �A��� U�

�V

�t

 Dr�V � UV � � BV� ����

Here U 
 U�x� t and V 
 V �x� t denote the concentrations of the two chemical species U and V �
r� denotes the Laplacian� D is the normalized di�usivity of V � A denotes the rate at which U is
fed from the reservoir into the reactor� and B is the overall rate of decay of V � See also ��� for a
thorough analysis of the reaction kinetics in the spatially homogeneous case�

It has recently been discovered that the Gray�Scott system exhibits self�replicating spots in two
dimensions ����� ����� and ���� and self�replicating pulses in one space dimension ���� and ����� see
also ���� and ���� A spot in two space dimensions �and similarly a pulse in one dimension was
loosely de�ned as a region �interval of high V and low U � Outside of such a region �interval� the
concentrations are essentially those of the globally stable homogeneous steady state	 i�e�� U is near
one and V is extremely close to zero� There exist large regions of the A�B �D parameter space
in which spots �pulses deform �widen until they split into two spots �pulses� and this process
repeats itself until any one of a variety of time asymptotic states is reached �����

In one space dimension� the focus has been on the case in which D is small	 D 
 �� � �� �����
����� and ����� and the parameters A and B are small� � �� ����� ���� and ���� In particular� in
��� the parameters scale as A 
 ��a� and B 
 ��b� where � � � � � and where a� b 
 O�� with
respect to �	

�U

�t



��U

�x�
� UV � � ��a��� U�

�V

�t

 ��

��V

�x�
� UV � � ��bV� ����

where x � IR� It is crucial for the analysis in this paper to not a priori �x the value of �� i�e�
the magnitude of B	 we will �nd that both the existence and the stability of the singular patterns
studied in this paper depend non�trivially on the value ��

Typical one�pulse data in the splitting regime rapidly broaden and split into two slowly �� �
traveling pulses� These left and right moving pulses self�replicate after time intervals �� � sending
new pulses into the interior of the interval� while the outer pulses travel on� without changing speed�
Both the velocity of the pulses and the �waiting time� until the next self�replicating event depend on
the magnitude of B �or �� see ��� and ���� In turn� both the inner pulses and the outer pulses can
split again� although this can also depend on the length of the interval� However� as the reaction
progresses� those pulses which no longer self�replicate �i�e�� those pulses that are su�ciently deep
inside the interval are observed during the numerical simulations to align themselves in spatially
periodic stationary patterns ���� and ���� In this way� the spatially periodic stationary patterns�
whose existence was demonstrated analytically in ���� act as attractors in the self�replicating pulse
domain�

Another signi�cant numerical observation reported in ��� is that there exists a transition regime
in which stationary� one�pulse homoclinic solutions are stable� This regime constitutes a transition
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regime between the parameter combinations �above it for which pulse�like data decays to the
spatially homogeneous steady state �U � �� V � � and the pulse�splitting regime �below it� where
pulse�like data undergoes the splitting process just described� The existence of these one�pulse
solutions �and also of multiple pulse homoclinic orbits for all O�� pairs of a and b in the partial
di�erential equation ���� was demonstrated in ����

Since the stationary� spatially periodic singular solutions and the stationary one�pulse homo�
clinic solutions established in ��� play central roles in the self�replication process� we have conducted
a thorough investigation of their stability� In this work� which is the �rst part of a pair of papers�
we perform a singular perturbation analysis using matched asymptotic expansions of the stability
of all of these solutions� In second part� see ���� we present the rigorous mathematical analysis that
justi�es the formal work for the one�pulse homoclinic solutions presented in this paper and sheds
signi�cant light on the entire stability analysis�

Our principal analytical �ndings in this part are as follows� For each of the stationary solutions�
and for each A 
 O���� there exists an interval of B values depending on a and the type of the
solution �in particular� the period T or the distance between pulses in which the solution is stable�
The upper boundary� BH � of each interval scales as BH 
 bH

p
�� where bH 
 O�� with respect

to �� i�e� � 
 �
� in ����� It is determined by a Hopf bifurcation� We can explicitly show that

critical scaling is bH � K
p
a� where K depends on the solution type� and for example K � ����

for stationary one�pulse homoclinic solutions �at leading order� Moreover� the Hopf bifurcation is
subcritical� For B � BH � the stationary solution is unstable� there are either two distinct positive
real eigenvalues �for B � BC 


p
�bC which depends on a and the solution type or a complex

conjugate pair of eigenvalues with positive real part �for BC � B � BH� Whereas� for B � BH � it
is stable and there also exists an unstable oscillatory solution that bifurcated o� of the stationary
solution�

The lower boundary� BD� of each interval scales as BD 
 bD�� where bD 
 O��� i�e� � 
 �
in ����� We show using topological shooting that the BD correspond to the parameter values at
which the solutions of the associated fourth order system of ordinary di�erential equations ��� cease
to exist� i�e�� they disappear� In addition� based on numerical simulations� we observe that the
value of BD coincides with the upper boundary of the splitting regime�

On a bounded �and long interval ��� L�� �L � � �with homogeneous Neumann boundary
conditions� a periodic solution of ���� with spatial period T is represented by an N �pulse pattern�
where N is determined by T and L� The explicit formulae for the stability intervals reveal that� for
each A 
 O���� the stability intervals of the one�pulse homoclinic and N �pulse spatially periodic
solutions overlap for a sequence of adjacentN values� Moreover� it follows from the theory developed
in this paper that� for �xed A 
 ��a and decreasing B� the one�pulse homoclinic pattern is the �rst
to become stable� followed by the ��pulse pattern� ��pulse pattern� etc�

The stationary one�pulse homoclinic solutions and family of stationary� spatially periodic so�
lutions constructed in ��� are all singular in the limit � � �� For each pulse� the maximum of V

�i�e�� the pulse height scales as an inverse power of �� ��
�

�
� � while its width vanishes as � � �� In

addition� there is a jump discontinuity in the �rst derivative Ux at the center of the pulse� with
U 	 �

�

�
� � in the limit � � �� see Figure �� The singular structure was analyzed using geometric

singular perturbation theory ����� The theory could only be applied for � � � � �� although see
Remark ���� and we note that the parameter � here is equivalent to the parameter ��	� from ����
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It was shown that a pulse lies near the homoclinic orbit of the fast reduced subsystem� and has an
asymptotic expansion referred to as a fast �or inner solution� By contrast� the solution segments
outside of the pulse intervals lie close to slow manifolds� and have asymptotic expansions referred
to as slow �or outer solutions�

Given the singular structure of the one�pulse and spatially�periodic stationary patterns� as just
described� their linear stability analysis is carried out as follows� First� we determine the relevant
scalings of the eigenvalues �discrete spectrum	 based on an asymptotic analysis presented in the
Appendix� we show that there can only be unstable eigenvalues 
� i�e� Re�
 
 �� for 
 
 O���
with � � ��� � and for 
 
 O����� with � � ��� �� �� Second� we explicitly reduce the fourth�order
eigenvalue problem to a nonlocal second�order eigenvalue problem� referred to as the NLEP� This
reduction is achieved by exploiting the fast�slow �inner�outer structure of the bounded unstable
eigenfunctions� which is similar to that of the underlying stationary waves �i�e�� slow segments over
the same x�intervals and fast segments over the same stretched x�intervals in the parameter
regimes where they exist� We construct the eigenfunctions using matched asymptotic expansions�
and the central feature is that the derivative of the �rst�component of the eigenfunction has a jump
discontinuity at the center of the pulse in the limit as � � �� just as Ux did for the wave itself�
Matching the values of this jump discontinuity from both the fast and the slow �elds leads to the
NLEP� Now� the NLEP has a homogeneous part that is precisely the eigenvalue problem for the
fast reduced homoclinic solution� but it also has a nonlocal inhomogeneous term that explicitly
encodes the coupling of the slow �eld into the fast �eld� This inhomogeneous term is of O������
for � � � � �

� and O�� for �
� � � � �� Finally� using hypergeometric functions� we are able

to explicitly search for eigenvalue�eigenfunction pairs in the NLEP for which the real part of the
eigenvalue is positive and the associated eigenfunction is bounded at in�nity� In this way� we
analytically determine the above mentioned bifurcation values bC and bH � and conduct a complete
linear stability analysis�

On the one hand� the above stability and disappearance results also have a natural interpretation
in the context of the singular perturbation structure of ����� The homoclinic orbit of the fast �eld�
which is the well known Fisher�KPP equation� contributes one positive eigenvalue to the wave�s
spectrum� and normally such an eigenvalue renders the solution of the full problem unstable� see
����� Indeed� this is the case when B � BC 
 bc

p
�� because then the coupling of the slow �eld

to the fast �eld is insu�ciently strong� i�e� the inhomogeneous term in the NLEP is too small�
to qualitatively change the spectrum� Notably� however� when B decreases from BC to BH � the
strength of this coupling increases� so that this fast instability has been removed for BD � B � BH �
and the wave is stable in this interval�

On the other hand� it is also possible to study the stability of the singular one�pulse patterns
with the Evans function� and an attendant homotopy invariant called the stability index �see e�g� ����
����� ����� The stability index detects the unstable eigenvalue of the homoclinic Fisher�KPP wave�
which would seem to preclude the possibility of the perturbed wave becoming stable� This is called
the �NLEP paradox� in the second part of this paper� ���	 how can a solution that approximates as
� � � an unstable solution of the fast reduced limit regain stability as a solution of the full system�
This question is resolved in ��� through a careful analysis of the NLEP equation� which is shown to
contribute a pole at the exact location of the unstable eigenvalue of the Fisher�KPP wave� which
cancels the extraneous �eigenvalue� in the index calculation� The stability of the perturbed wave
is therefore shown to be determined by the location of the other eigenvalues of the NLEP equation�
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Another issue that needed to be addressed in order to make the stability analysis completely
rigorous is to precisely determine the number of eigenvalues in a full neighborhood of the origin�
This is complicated by the presence of the continuous spectrum of the wave� since it approaches
the origin for small �� In this case� the main tracking lemma used to construct the stability index
breaks down� This obstacle is overcome by a new construction� in which the Evans function and
the stability index are continued into the continuous spectrum and lifted to a Riemann surface� see
��� for details�

Reynolds� Ponce�Dawson and Pearson ���� and ���� also construct one�pulse and N �pulse spa�
tially periodic solutions for the one�dimensional Gray�Scott model with D 
 �� � �� although
without scaling A and B� They match inner solutions� describing the pulses� and outer solutions�
describing those segments of the solutions where V is very small and U changes slowly �namely�
in the intervals exterior to the pulses� Their construction exploits the �ux of U into the pulses
through their sides� Using a �fuel and �re picture� in which U denotes the fuel concentration and
V denotes the fuel temperature� they state	 �the lateral or di�usive feed of fuel �U into the sides
of the pulses ��� is essential since the external feed �represented by the A term is not su�cient
by itself to keep the �re burning�� Imbalances between the �ux into the pulse from the left and
right sides cause the pulse to move� They develop asymptotic approximations for the variable pulse
speeds in terms of the lateral �ux� as well as predictions for when pulse�splitting occurs� Their
analysis also suggests the presence of overlapping stability intervals� as is shown here� Finally� they
generalize their results to include Gray�Scott like models wherein the nonlinear term consists of
di�erent terms of the form Up�V p� �

The paper is organized as follows� In section �� we brie�y summarize the existence results for the
stationary solutions obtained in ��� that is needed for analyzing their stability� The main stability
results are stated in section �� In sections � and �� the full fourth order eigenvalue problem is
reduced to a second order nonlocal problem �NLEP and this nonlocal equation is studied� Then�
in section �� we analyze the disappearance of the one�pulse solutions for small B� Finally� in section
�� we report a series of numerical simulations that corroborate the matched asymptotic analysis
presented in the earlier sections� and we conclude in section � with a discussion�

Remark ���� The results of ��� have been extended to a much larger region in the A�B�D

parameter space of the general equation ���� in ���� There� we show that if B�D � A� B�� then
the method used to construct the homoclinic and spatially periodic stationary solutions for ���� in
��� also directly yields the existence of these solutions in the original� unscaled Gray�Scott model�
Note therefore that� while su�cient� the scalings A 
 O��� and B 
 O���� � � ��� �� are not
necessary� contrary to the �must scale� claim in the Introduction of ����

� Single pulse and spatially periodic stationary patterns

The spatially homogeneous steady state �U�x� t � �� V �x� t � � is globally stable under the
dynamics of the governing equation ����� We denote it by S� The single pulse homoclinic steady
states considered here connect S to itself as x� ��� Moreover� in a narrow interval centered at
x 
 �� they make a large excursion away from the homogeneous steady state during which V is
large and U is small� The spatially periodic steady states considered here have large wavelength�
and each periodic segment lies near the single pulse homoclinic steady state�
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Time independent solutions of the partial di�erential equation ����� such as the steady states
under study here� satisfy the coupled system of ordinary di�erential equations obtained from ����
by setting Ut� Vt 
 �� In ���� the following scaled system of ordinary di�erential equations was
derived �see equation ���� there	

u�� 
 �������
�
uv� � ���

�

�
�a� ����au

�
v�� 
 �uv� � bv� ����

with � � � � �� Here� the subscript � denotes d	d�� we explicitly set c 
 � 
 �� the following
scalings were used	

A 
 ��a� B 
 ��b� x 
 ���
�

�
��� U � �

�

�
�u� V � ��

�

�
�v� ����

and� �nally� the parameter � is equivalent to the ratio ��	� from ���� The scalings given by ����

were introduced in ��� because in the original variables� the V �pulse is of O��� �

�
�� � height �and

is of O���� �

�
� width while U attains a minimum of O�� ��� at the center of the pulse� �Note

that the parameter � here is not related to the � of ���� and no confusion can arise since there �
was used to scale the wave speed in the search for traveling waves with c 
 �� The homoclinic
and spatially periodic stationary solutions with one or multiple pulses were constructed in ��� using
methods from geometric singular perturbation theory� see ���� and ���� for original treatments of
this theory�

��� Single pulse homoclinic solutions

The system of ordinary di�erential equations ���� has a saddle�saddle �xed point at �u 
 �� u� 

�� v 
 �� v� 
 �� which corresponds precisely to the homogeneous steady state S of ����� We shall
also use S to label it here� despite the abuse of notation� The point S lies on the two�dimensional
plane M� �u� u�� v 
 �� v� 
 � that is an invariant slow manifold for �����

The existence of single pulse stationary states biasymptotic to S was established via the following
theorem �see Theorems ��� and ��� of ��� as well as section � for the nonexistence result when c 
 �	

Theorem �� There exists a ���� such that for every � � � � ���� and � � � � �� the system
���� has a unique one�pulse orbit  ���� a� b� � homoclinic to S� When � 
 �� there exist two
orbits homoclinic to S� Moreover� in the �ve�dimensional system of �rst�order ordinary di�erential
equations obtained from ���� by appending the trivial equation c� 
 � for the wave speed c� these
orbits lie in the transverse intersection of Wu�S and W s�S at c 
 ��

The single pulse homoclinic solutions  � given by Theorem � consist of clearly distinguished slow
and fast segments� In the phase space interpretation �Figures �a and �� there are two slow segments
during which the homoclinic orbit is exponentially close to the stable and unstable manifolds�
respectively� of S restricted to the slow manifold M� and there is a fast segment in between these
slow segments during which the homoclinic orbit makes a large amplitude excursion away fromM	
V is large while U is small� This excursion or �jump� will also be referred to as a singular v�pulse
�Figure ��

More precisely� �xing the parametrizations of the orbits  � such that they are symmetric about
� 
 �� there exists a large value of �� call it !� such that for all �! � � � !� the u�component of
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the one�pulse homoclinic solution is constant to leading order	

u� 
 �b

s
b

a
� h�o�t� ����

where ! 
 O������ as � � �� In addition� the v�component of the one�pulse solution is described
by

v��� 

�b

�u�
sech�

�p
b�

�

�
�O������ ����

where the higher order terms also vanish exponentially as � � ��� The leading order term is a
solution of the conservative second�order equation	 v�� 
 �u�v�� bv� which is obtained from ����
in the singular limit � � �� Combining ���� and ���� on the interval ��!�!� we �nd	

v��� 

�

�

r
a

b
sech�

�p
b�

�

�
�O������ ����

More detailed information about the slow segments is also useful for this work� There exists a
small �nite value of x� call it X � such that outside of the interval ��X�X �� the homoclinic solution

is O�e�c�����  close to the stable and unstable manifolds of the �xed point S restricted to the slow
manifold M� These �outer� or slow regimes are governed to leading order by the linear equation

Uxx 
 ��a��� U� ����

which describes the �ow in the slow manifold M� This linear equation is obtained from ����
by setting ut 
 � and by using the fact that the V �component of the homoclinic solutions is
exponentially small for jxj 
 X � The restricted stable and unstable manifolds are straight lines
labeled s and u� respectively� in Figure �� and while the one�pulse state remains near them� U
slowly changes between �

�

�
�u� and �� where u� is given by �����

Remark ���� The fact that the intersection in Theorem � is transverse in the �ve�dimensional
space at c 
 � is useful for the stability analysis� In particular� it will lead us to the conclusion
that the eigenvalue at the origin of the complex eigenvalue plane� that corresponds to translation
of the wave� is simple�

Remark ���� The system ���� is more degenerate than the usual fast�slow systems� While the
fast subsystem captures the homoclinic pulse� not only can it not be used to describe the slow
dynamics� as is usually the case� but the �xed point S on the slow manifold to which the orbit is
homoclinic moves o� to in�nity in the u direction as ujS 
 ��

�

�
� � By contrast� in the slow system�

the �xed point S is located at a �nite point �U 
 �� but the magnitude of the homoclinic excursion

becomes unbounded� since V 	 ��
�

�
� � This is important for the stability analysis�

Remark ���� On the manifoldM� U depends slowly on on the slow variable x� due to the scaling
of A 
 ��a� Thus� U�x is �doubly slow�� since it even evolves slowly in the slow coordinate x�
This yields that the periodic patterns have an O���  period� or� equivalently� the V �pulses are O��� 
apart� see Figures �b� �b and subsection ���� This property is also of crucial importance in the
stability analysis of all of the stationary states�
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��� Multiple pulse� spatially periodic stationary states

The linear outer equation ���� also has a one parameter family of hyperbolic cosine solutions that
lie inside"below the wedge on M formed by u and s� see Figure �b� These solutions each attain
a unique maximum value Umax of U such that Umax � �� and they approach the asymptotes u

and s of the family of hyperbolic cosine solutions as x� ��� respectively� For describing as we
do in this section a spatially periodic steady state of ���� with given values of a and b and with
period T � we are interested in a �nite� symmetric segment of a particular hyperbola onM that is
obtained by �owing the maximal point �where U 
 Umax forward and backward under ���� for
intervals of length T 	� in the x variable� See Figure �b� and we refer the reader to section ��� of
��� for further properties�

The existence of multiple�pulse� spatially periodic stationary states of ���� was established via
the following theorem �see section ��� of ���	

Theorem �� For every � su�ciently small and for � � � � �� there exists a family of spatially
periodic steady states  m��� a� b� � of ����� parametrized by m � �� such that each periodic state

�i has a well�de�ned period of length

T �m� a� b 

�

�
p
a
log

m� �p
m� � �

� h�o�t� ����

�ii consists of in�nitely many copies a principal segment that is exponentially close to a hyperbolic
cosine solution onM for x � ��T

� ��x� and for x � �x�� T� �� for some asymptotically small x� � ��
and

�iii is near a homoclinic orbit of the unperturbed system�

 m�� 
 �um��� vm�� 
 �u��
�b

�u�
sech�

�p
b�

�

�
 � O������ ����

for �! � � � !� where

u� 
 u��m� a� b 
 �bm

s
b

a
for m � �� ����

Remark ���� The fast segments �or singular v�pulses of the periodic states given by Theorem
� lie exponentially close to the transverse intersections of the stable and unstable manifolds ofM�
In addition� the one�pulse homoclinic solutions described in section ��� can be interpreted as the
in�nite�period limit of the family of periodic solutions �limm�� T �m 
 � ����� Moreover� the
boundary m 
 � of the above interval m � � corresponds precisely to the value of u� that the
u�component of the one�pulse homoclinic solutions have in the fast regime�

Remark ���� Formula ���� for T �m can be derived from equations ���� and ����� in ���� In
section � on the numerical simulations� we need to derive the value of m from an observed periodic
pattern� This can be done by using an inverted version of ���� � see also ����� in ���	

m�T  
 E�T � � �

E�T � � �
where E�T  
 e

�

�
T �pa �����
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Remark ���� In ���� additional stationary solutions� such as multiple�pulse homoclinic solutions
and various other types of spatially periodic patterns� have been constructed� also using the methods
of geometric singular perturbation theory� However� since these solutions have not yet been observed
in the numerical simulations� we do not pay attention to them in this paper�

� The main stability results

In order to �x notation for the stability analysis� we denote the stationary solutions of ���� de�
scribed in the previous section by

�u�x� t� v�x� t 
 �U��x� ��m� a� b� V��x� ��m� a� b�

where� by rescaling ����� �U��x� V��x corresponds either to the one�pulse pattern  ��� �Theorem
�� m 
 � �Remark ���� or to a periodic pattern  m�� �Theorem �� m � �� In order to apply a
linear stability analysis� we look at solutions of the full partial di�erential equation that lie nearby	

�u�x� t� v�x� t 
 �U��x� V��x � �e�t�U�x� V �x �O���� ����

Plugging this Ansatz into the full partial di�erential equation ���� and neglecting terms of O����
the linearized stability of the stationary pattern �u�� v� with respect to perturbations is determined
by the following singularly perturbed eigenvalue problem	


U 

d�U

dx�
� V �

� U � �U�V�V � ��aU


V 
 ��
d�V

dx�
� V �

� U � �U�V�V � b��V� ����

with the �boundary condition� that U and V remain bounded as x� ���

The continuous spectrum of the solutions is located in the left half plane� It is the set of 
 such
that 
 � �A��B � � �for any � � � � �� Thus� the continuous spectrum will not play a role in
the asymptotic stability analysis� However� the continuous spectrum does approach 
 
 � in the
limit � � �� therefore one has take the continuous spectrum into account if one wants to prove the
stability of the singular homoclinic pattern by an Evans function approach� see ��� for all details�

The main analytical results obtained in this paper are as follows� They hold for each O��
value of a� First� if � � � � �	�� then for all O�� values of b� there are two positive eigenvalues

 O�����b and �

	b�
� whose associated eigenfunctions are bounded solutions of ����� and hence

formally� both the one�pulse and the spatially�periodic stationary solutions �U�� V� are always
unstable for B � p

�� Second� if �	� � � � �� then for no O�� value of the parameter b does
there exist an eigenvalue 
 with positive real part for which ���� has bounded eigenfunctions�
hence formally it appears that the underlying one�pulse and spatially�periodic stationary solutions
�U�� V� are stable for � � B � p

�� Third� the case when � 
 �	� is a transition case between the
above two regimes� When � 
 �	�� there exists a critical value bH 
 bH�a�m� often abbreviated
to bH�m� of b at which a subcritical Hopf bifurcation occurs� For b � bH�m there exists a pair
of eigenvalues with positive real parts� which lie near � and �

	b�
� respectively� for very large b�

then merge at a value labeled bc�m into a complex conjugate pair as b decreases� and �nally as
b decrease toward bH�m this pair migrates to the imaginary axis� For b � bH�m the stationary

�



patterns �U��x� �	�� m� a� b� V��x� �	�� m� a� b are linearly unstable� while for b � bH�m they are
formally stable� We note� for example� that bH � ���� when a 
 ��� and m 
 �� and that bH�m
is a decreasing function of m� see ������ Fourth� there exists a critical value of BD�m 
 �bD�m
for some O�� value of bD�m at which the stationary solutions disappear� For each m� this critical
value lies on the right edge of the interval of � values� namely ��� �� for which the existence results
of ��� apply� and there is no longer a sharp distinction between fast and slow variables�

Remark ���� The spectrum of a periodic wave generally consists of loops or bands of eigenvalues�
rather than discrete points �see e�g ����� For large wavelength periodic waves which are close to a
homoclinic limit with a simple isolated eigenvalue 
�� it is known that periodic waves of su�ciently
large wavelength will have a loop spectrum in a small neighborhood of 
� ����� In the event that
Re
� � �� this is su�cient to obtain a rigorous proof of instability of the large wavelength periodic
waves� However� when the homoclinic limit is stable and 
� 
 �� no conclusion can yet be drawn for
the periodic wave� The periodic waves  m and their limiting homoclinic wave in the one�dimensional
Gray�Scott model satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem ��� in ����� Hence we may conclude that in
the parameter regime where  � is linearly unstable� that  m is as well� for m su�ciently close to ��

Remark ���� Regarding the notation convention� we use the same set of variables u� p� v� q �and
their capitalized versions for both the underlying stationary solution and the components of the
solution of the eigenvalue problem� No confusion arises� however� since the subscript zero is used
to indicate that the variable in question denotes a component of the wave solution itself� Moreover�
we shall use lower case variables to denote the slow segments of the eigenfunctions �functions of the
slow"outer variable x and capital letters to denote the fast segments �functions of the fast"inner
variable ��

The �rst three main analytical results will be established in section �� and section � is devoted to
the fourth result� As preparation� in section �� we identify the signi�cant scalings of the eigenvalue
and eigenfunctions in ����� and we explicitly reduce the scaled fourth�order eigenvalue problem to
a nonlocal second�order equation�

We will search for eigenvalue�bounded eigenfunction pairs of the scaled eigenvalue problem with
Re�
 � �� By examining the slow and fast regimes of ����� we will �nd that u must be constant
���#c to leading order during the excursion of v� through the fast �eld� just as u� is constant there�
The value of #c is determined by matching the jump discontinuity in the value of the �rst derivative
of u that occurs during a pulse in v� to the behavior of u in the slow �eld �see Figure �� More
importantly� the value of #c is critical for determining how strongly the slow and fast regimes of
���� are coupled�

For example� we will show that #c � � when � � �	�� see section ��� for the introduction of #c
and formula ����� for its explicit determination� Hence� to leading order� ���� will reduce to the
standard uncoupled eigenvalue equation	


v 
 ��
d�v

dx�
� �u�v�v � b��v�

and this equation is precisely the eigenvalue problem arising from the stationary homoclinic solution
of the uncoupled Fisher�KPP equation

Vt 
 ��Vxx � U�V
� � b��V�

��



In particular� by ���� and #t 
 ��t� the F�KPP equation may be written as	

#V
t 

#V
x
x � #U�

#V � � b #V � ����

which clearly has one O�� unstable eigenvalue �see section �� Therefore� we will be able to formally
conclude that there is always an unstable eigenvalue 
 � � of O��� if � � �

� �

By contrast� when � 
 �	�� one cannot neglect the coupling between the fast �eld and the slow
�eld� since #c 
 O�� in that case� In these regimes� the location of the eigenvalues is determined
by the full nonlocal eigenvalue problem �NLEP for v derived in section � and studied in section ��

� Reduction of the singularly perturbed eigenvalue problem to

a nonlocal eigenvalue problem

In this section� we show that ���� reduces to a scalar� though nonlocal� eigenvalue problem� We
begin by analyzing ���� separately in the fast and slow regimes� That the solutions �U�x� V �x
of ���� must have fast and slow segments over precisely the same x�intervals ���intervals as
�U�� V� does can already be determined directly from ����� During slow intervals in which V� is

exponentially small �i�e�� outside of the O���� �

�
� narrow x�interval�s during which V� makes a

fast jump and inside of which dU�	dx has a jump discontinuity� the equation for U can be written
as

d�U

dx�
� �
� ��aU 
 exp� small�

Now� for de�niteness� we suppose that there is a jump discontinuity in dU�	dx at x 
 �� If
the U component of the solution �U�x� V �x is continuous at x 
 � and if its derivative is also
continuous there �i�e�� if there is no jump discontinuity in dU	dx� then when 
 has positive real part
it follows from the above equation that the solutions U must become unbounded as x�� and"or
� ��� Hence� in order for a bounded eigenfunction to exist� we conclude that the destabilizing
perturbations �U� V  must� at minimum� have a jump discontinuity in dU	dx at x 
 �� and also at
each of the other points where dU�	dx does� To see that there are no further jump discontinuities�
we observe that� when 
 has positive real part� the V equation has only exponentially growing
solutions �i�e�� unbounded as x � �� in the regions where V� is exponentially small� and these
cannot be matched�

��� The fast system

During the fast V �jump� we need to substitute the scalings ���� of the stationary pattern �U�� V�
into ����� We also scale 
� U � and V � since there is no reason to expect that these quantities
have to remain O��� A complete scaling analysis is performed in Appendix A	 �rst� we introduce


 
 ��b#
� U 
 �
�

�
�u� and V 
 ��

�

�
�v for any  � IR �where the b in the scaling for 
 has been

introduced for convenience and it is always assumed to be O��� and then we �nd that the main
signi�cant scaling such that unstable eigenvalues might exist is	  
 �� Indeed� the scaling of 
 is
corroborated by the above formal argument� As discussed in the appendix� the scaling of U and V
may be taken to be the same as that of U� and V� ����� Hence� we take	


 
 ��b#
� U 
 �
�

�
�u� V 
 �����v� ����

��



By this scaling we know that #
 is always O��� while u and v are O�� during the fast segments�
Inserting ���� and ���� into ���� yields	

u�� � �������
�
v�� � ���b#
� ����a

�
u 
 ��������u�v�v

v�� �
�
�u�v� � b� b#


�
v 
 �v��u� ����

where the subscript � denotes the total derivative with respect to �� Recall that u� and v� are given
in ���� and �����

Now� one observes straightaway that� in ����� u is constant to leading order during the interval
in which a pulse occurs� since � � � � � implies that all of the terms in �����a� except u��� are
� �� Hence� we write u 
 #c�h�o�t during an excursion through the fast �eld� and to leading order
�����b simpli�es to the following scalar eigenvalue problem	

v�� �
�
�u�v� � b� b#


�
v 
 �#cv�� � ����

Although u remains constant �to leading order� we can compute the jump discontinuity $fu� in
u� during the fast excursion using �����a� The exact expression for this jump discontinuity is
given by	

$fu� 


Z ���
Tf

�

���
Tf

�

u��d��

where Tf is the time the steady solution about which we have linearized takes to return to a �xed
neighborhood of the slow manifold M� For example� if the size of this neighborhood is O��� then
Tf 
 O��� In the case we are interested in� however� the size of the neighborhood is � �� we take
Tf 
 O��	

p
�� Also� here �� denotes the time at which the maximum of the V��pulse occurs� and

without loss of generality the parametrization is chosen so that �� 
 ��

Now� asymptotically as � � ��� this jump discontinuity is given to leading order by	

$fu� 
 �������
Z �

��

h
#cv�� � �u�v�v

i
d� � h�o�t� ����

This may be seen as follows� First� the leading order terms in the u equation are those involving
v�� which are of O��������� Next� due to the exponential contraction of v� to zero as � � ��� one
sees directly that the integrals of these terms from �� � Tf	� to � and from �� to �� � Tf	� are
exponentially small� Hence� for these two terms� the domain of integration may be extended to the
entire real line without altering their leading order asymptotic behavior� Finally� for the other two
terms in the u equation� integration over the interval of length O��	p� shows that they remain of
higher order� We also recall that u 
 O�� is assumed� Therefore� ���� gives the correct leading
order asymptotic behavior for $fu��

Remark ���� So far� there is no di�erence between the m 
 � and m � � cases�

��� The slow system

In this subsection� we analyze ���� while U� and V� are in the slow regime� We consider the U and
V variables during the slow segments on either side of a fast excursion and denote these solutions
by U�� V� and Ur� Vr� respectively�

��



During the x intervals corresponding to the slow regimes of the stationary solutions� we know
that V��x� ��m� a� b is exponentially small� Hence� in these regimes� the full eigenvalue problem
���� simpli�es considerably to	

Uxx �
�
��b#
� ��a

�
U 
 exp� small

��Vxx � b��
�
� � #


�
V 
 exp� small� ����

Here� we use the outer �slow x variable again� the subscript x denotes the total derivative on x�
and we have returned to the unscaled variables� although we have retained the scaling of 
 as ��b#
�

Since we look for unstable eigenvalues� the simpli�ed equation ���� directly yields the form of
the two slow segments of the eigenfunction U � one on either side of the fast excursion �which is at
x 
 � without loss of generality	

U� 
 c�� e
�
�
�

p
b
�x � c�� e

��
�
�

p
b
�x � h�o�t for x � �

Ur 
 c�r e
�
�
�

p
b
�x � c�r e

��
�
�

p
b
�x � h�o�t for x � ��

To determine the four unknown coe�cients� we treat the cases m 
 �� corresponding to the one�
pulse solutions and m � �� corresponding to the periodic solutions� separately�

When m 
 �� the eigenfunctions �and in particular their U components must remain in the
slow �eld for all x � � and for all x � �� because these semi�in�nite time intervals are the slow
regimes for the stationary solutions �U��x� V��x� Hence� we must require c

�
� 
 c�r 
 � so that U�

and Ur stay bounded as x � ��� respectively� In addition� since U is constant to leading order
during the excursion in the fast �eld and since U�x is a continuous function� we must impose the
matching condition	

lim
x���

U��x 
 lim
x���

Ur�x� ����

Therefore� when m 
 �� we have to leading order	

U� 
 c�� e
�
�
�

p
b
�x for x � �

Ur 
 c�� e
��

�
�

p
b
�x for x � �� ����

When m � �� the stationary solutions �U��x� V��x of ���� remain in the slow �eld only for
jxj � O��� � see equation ���� in section �� instead of for all jxj 
 � as was the case above for
m 
 �� Hence� we may only require that U stays bounded for jxj 
 O��� � Working on x � ��

we �nd for x 
 ��
� that� U� 
 � exp� small �c�� e

p
b
��

�
�
��

�� This value grows without bound as
� � �� for all � � ��� � unless c�� is chosen to be exponentially small� Hence� for m � �� we require
c�� � c

�
r 
 exp� small� Moreover� by imposing the same matching condition ���� as employed when

m 
 �� the outer solutions are also ���� to leading order for m � ��

Next� the magnitude of c�� � the only remaining unknown coe�cient� is determined by matching
the values of u in the fast and slow regimes� Recalling from subsection ��� that u 
 #c to leading
order during the fast excursion� and recalling the scaling ���� of u introduced there� we match and
obtain	

c�� 
 �
�

�
�#c� ����

��



Thus� c�� has now been expressed in terms of #c� the only unknown constant left in the eigenvalue
equation for the fast �eld� In subsection ���� we computed the jump discontinuity in u�� $fu� �����
This quantity should match the jump discontinuity� $sUx� in the x�derivative of the slow parts of
the solutions� U��x and Ur�x �see Figure �� Since we know ���� and ���� hold for all m 
 �� we
directly compute	

$sUx 
 lim
x���

dUr

dx
�x� lim

x���

dU�
dx

�x 
 �����
q
b#
#c� ����

Remark ���� We will �nd in section � that v�� decreases exponentially fast to � as j�j � ��
Thus� just like V��x� V �x is exponentially small in the slow regime� and this justi�es our relying
exclusively on �����a in this subsection� while ignoring �����b�

��� Determination of �c

In this subsection� we determine #c by matching the jump discontinuities� $fu� and $sUx� in the
derivatives of the �rst component as calculated in the previous two subsections�

As a preliminary step� we express $sUx as it is given by ���� in terms of the scaled variables

used in subsection ���� namely x 
 ���
�

� � �recall ���� and U 
 �
�

�
�u�

$su� 
 ���#c
q
b#
� �����

Hence� equating this value of the jump discontinuity with that given in ���� of subsection ���� and
cancelling out one factor of � from both sides� we obtain	

� �

q
b#
#c 
 �����

�
#c
Z �

��
v����d� � �u�

Z �

��
v���v��d�

�
� �����

Next� we compute to leading order	

Z �

��
v����d� 


�b
p
b

u��
�

where we used the explicit expression ����� see also ���� Plugging this into the above equation and
solving for #c yields	

#c 

������u��

�b
p
b����� � u��

p
b#


Z �

��
v���v��d�� �����

Note that this result yields the critical value �
� for �	

� � � � �
� � j#cj 
 O������� �

�
� � � � � � j#cj 
 O��

Moreover� #c simpli�es considerably if � � �
� 	

#c 
 � u��
�b
p
b

Z �

��
v���v��d�� O������� �����

��



Substituting the general expression ����� for #c into ����� we obtain to leading order a reformulation
of the singularly perturbed eigenvalue problem ���� as the following nonlocal eigenvalue problem
�NLEP	

v�� �
�
�u�v���� b� b#


�
v 


�����u��v
�
���

�b
p
b����� � u��

p
b#


Z �

��
v���v��d�� �����

To leading order� the di�erence between the stability problem for the homoclinic pattern and that
for the periodic patterns is represented by the value of m that appears only implicitly in the NLEP
through u� 
 u��m� a� b� see formulae ���� and �����

Remark ���� For � � �
� � ����� reduces� to leading order� to the linearized eigenvalue problem

around the stationary homoclinic solution of the uncoupled Fisher�KPP equation ����� As dis�
cussed in section �� this solution is unstable� and thus we know that there exists a positive O��
eigenvalue when � � �

� � This eigenvalue shall be recovered in the next section when we study �����
with � 
 ����� as a parameter�

Remark ���� The presence of the term
p
#
 in NLEP ����� is a notable di�erence between the full

eigenvalue problem and the NLEP� In ����we show that the NLEP equation has an associated Evans

function with a �	
p
#
 singularity at the origin� This branch point necessitates the continuation of

the Evans function to a two�sheeted Riemann surface R� The branch point contributes a singularity
of fractional order to this Evans function� so that its winding number relative to a curve on R
containing the origin in its interior is ��� This is used in the index calculation for the perturbed
wave to obtain a rigorous proof that the only small eigenvalue is the translational eigenvalue at
#
 
 �� and that this eigenvalue is simple�

Remark ���� The NLEP can be made into a local problem by introducing two new variables
R�� � R �

�� v��sv�sds and S�� � R�
� v��sv�sds� so that the integral on the right hand side of

the NLEP is simply R � S� and then by appending the two equations R� 
 v�v and S� 
 �v�v�
But� this approach is not needed here�

� The nonlocal eigenvalue problem

In this section� we explicitly determine the parameter regimes in which ����� has positive eigen�
values whose associated eigenfunctions are bounded as x � �� and those regimes in which no
such eigenvalue�eigenfunction combinations exist� In particular� for all combinations of the positive
parameters a�m� and �� we determine the number and location of eigenvalues with positive real
part for each of value of the parameter b� The work relies heavily on the theory of hypergeometric
functions�

��� Explicit eigenvalue formulae

Let t 
 �
�

p
b�� y�t 
 v��� and � 
 ������ Also� de�ne new parameters	

P � 
 ��� � #
 and C 

�

� � � b
�m�

a�

p
#

� ����

��



In these new variables and parameters� the NLEP ����� becomes ������ ����� ����� ����	

%y �

�
��

cosh� t
� P �

�
y 


C

cosh	 t

Z �

��
y�t

cosh� t
dt� ����

with the boundary condition that y 	 IR� C remains bounded as t� ���

The unique solution of this nonlocal eigenvalue problem is determined as follows� First� one
transforms � in standard fashion �see for instance ���� � the left hand side into the form of a hy�
pergeometric di�erential equation by setting y�t 
 F �t	�cosh tP and then changing independent
variables to x � �

� ��� tanh t	

x���xF ������P ����xF ������P�P �F 
 �C ��x��� x��
P
�

Z �

�
��x��� x

P
� F �xdx� ����

Second� one �nds the unique solution F �C of the auxiliary �standard� inhomogeneous problem	

x��� xF ���C � �� � p��� �xF ��C � ���� P � P �F �C 
 &C ��x��� x��
P
� ����

where &C is a constant� Recall that F �a� bjcjz and z��cF �b�c��� a�c��j�� cjz are two linearly
independent solutions of the hypergeometric di�erential equation

z��� zF �� � �c� �a� b� �z�F � � abF 
 ��

'From ����� one sees directly that a 
 P � �� b 
 P � �� and c 
 P � � �where a and b are
interchangeable� and where of course there should be no confusion from brie�y abusing these three
letters in these few lines� and hence the two homogeneous solutions are	

X�x 
 F �P � �� P � �jP � �jx
Y �x 


L�P 

xP
F ���� �j�� P jx� ����

where L�P  � �P����P����P���
�P����P����P��� � By the introduction of this additional constant we have X���x 


Y �x �which will be used frequently below� By solving the �standard di�erential equation for the
Wronskian W �x� we �nd

W �x � XY � � Y X � 

w�P 

��x��� x��P
� ����

where w�P  
 ����PPL�P � Moreover� we note that X�x is analytic at x 
 �� and that
F ���� �j�� P jx is a cubic polynomial� Now� the solution of the inhomogeneous problem is ob�
tained via variation of constants� i�e�� by setting F �C�x 
 f�xX�x � g�xY �x� Using ����� we
�nd

f � 

���

P
� &C

P �P � ��P � ��P � �
��� x��

P
� x��

P
� K�P� x

g� 
 � ���
P
� &C

P �P � ��P � ��P � �
x��

P
� ��� x��

P
� K�P� �� x� ����

��



where the cubic polynominal K�P� � � k��P  � k��P � � k��P �
� � k��P �

� with k��P  
 �P �
��P � ��P � �� k��P  
 ���P � ��P � �� k��P  
 ���P � �� and k��P  
 �� can be obtained
from F ���� �j�� P jx� Therefore� de�ning

F�x�� x�� P  

Z x�

x�

��� ���
P
� ���

P
� k�P� �d�� ����

the general solution of the inhomogeneous equation ���� is	

F �C�x�P  
 �d�P F��� x�P � f��Y ��� x�P  � ��d�P F��� x� ��P  � g��Y �x�P � ����

where d�P  � 	��
P
� �C

P �P����P����P��� �and of course
&C is a function of P  and f� and g� are constants

determined by boundary conditions� Speci�cally� requiring that F �C stay bounded as x� � and as
x� � implies g� 
 � �since Y �x�� as x� �� and F��� ��P  
 �� while f� 
 �d�P F��� ��P 
�since Y ���x�� as x� �� and F��� ��P  
 �� We also observe that F �C���x�P  
 F �C�x�P �
and� for completeness� we record that

F��� ��P  
 � �

��
P ��� �

�

�
P ���� �

�
P �

�

sin�	�P 
�

Third� in order that the solution F �C�x�P  given by ���� of the auxiliary problem solves the full
nonlocal problem ����� one requires that F �C satis�es the consistency condition	

&C 
 �C

Z �

�
F �C�x�P  ��x��� x

P
� dx� �����

Of course� due to the linearity of the auxiliary equation� its unique solution is of the form F �C�x�P  

&CF��x�P � Hence� for nonzero &C� the consistency condition ����� simpli�es to	

� 
 �C
Z �

�
F��x�P  ��x��� x

P
� dx� �����

Finally� inserting the solution ���� into the relation ������ we obtain	

C�P  

P �P � ��P � ��P � �

��R�P  � �����

where

R�P  
 �
Z �

�
F�x� ��P Y ��� x�P x

P
� ��� x

P
� dx� �����

In Figure �� the function C�P  has been plotted for P 
 �� We remark that a straightforward
expansion yields	

lim
P��

C�P  

�

�
�����

Finally� the explicit expression ����� for C 
 C�P  gets plugged into the the explicit expression
for b 
 b�P�C�P � which is readily obtained by inverting �����b	

b� 

�a�

�m�

�p
P � � �

�
�

C�P 
� �

�
� �����

��



This relation between b and P � and thus also the relation between b and #
� determines the leading
order part of the �discrete eigenvalues of the NLEP� Using the explicit expressions ����� ����� and
����� one can explicitly solve ������ However� it is clear that this cannot be done by hand �espe�
cially not for complex values of P 	 Figures � and � have been obtained by using MATHEMATICA�
�����

The dependence of b on the parameters a� � �i�e� � and m only appears through the term �a�
�m� �

This means that one only has to solve ����� for one set of the parameter values a� � and m� for
instance� a 
 � 
 m 
 �� Therefore� we now have in hand the most important outcome of solving
�����	 the critical value bH 
 bH�a� ��m of b at which Re�#
 
 �	

bH�a� ��m 


p
a�

m
bH��� �� ��

p
a�

m
���� for #
 � �����i� �����

Remark ���� In section �� we numerically check this behavior	 ����� predicts that b�a�p
a
� respec�

tively mb�m� should remain constant when a� respectively m� is varied�

Remark ���� The constant 
 
 � is always an eigenvalue� corresponding to translations� of the
full eigenvalue problem ���� �see also ����� Now� if we scratch the surface of the NLEP ����� �or
equivalently ���� a little bit� we recover the eigenvalue 
 
 �� In fact� the derivative dv�	d� �or
equivalently (y� of the stationary one�pulse solution  � is the eigenfunction associated to 
 
 ��
Then� from formula ���� for v� we see immediately that this derivative is an odd function of �
�or of t� Hence� the integrals on the right hand sides of ����� and ���� vanish identically� and
the second�order NLEP becomes a homogeneous equation for which it is known that 
 
 � is an
eigenvalue� see also Remark ���� This also explains the restriction that &C be nonzero as stated
below formula ������ since &C 
 � is the solution of ����� for this eigenvalue�eigenfunction pair�

Remark ���� As P approaches both endpoints of the interval ��� �� b� diverges to �� It diverges
as P � �� because the square root term in the denominator vanishes� whereas� it diverges as
P � �� because then C�P � �� Note that #
� �� as P � ��	 these small �positive eigenvalues
correspond to those found in the Appendix in the scaling 
 
 ����b&
� � � � � �

� �

��� Hopf bifurcations

The explicit formulae ����� and ����� yield the eigenvalues� For each set of parameters a� m� and
�� if one is given a value of b� say b�� then the points of intersection of the horizontal line b 
 b� with
the curve given by ����� and ����� are precisely the eigenvalues� Moreover� those pairs �Re#
� b
that lie o� of the curve given by ����� and ����� do not correspond to eigenvalue�parameter pairs
for which the eigenvalues have positive real parts�

Recalling � � ������ there are three cases� which are analyzed below �out of order	

Case I � � � � �
� � � � �a�

�m� � �
Case II � 
 �

� � 
 � �a�
�m� 
 O��

Case III �
� � � � � � � � �a�

�m� � �

��



Case I� The bottom curve b 
 b�Re�#
� a�m shown in Figure � is obtained in case I� It lies close
to the vertical lines Re�#
 
 � and Re�#
 
 �	� with a segment that is close to the Re�#
�axis�
The �tail� emerging from the point marked �Re�#
c� bc� with bc � �� bends sharply to the left
and crosses the b�axis with intercept � �� Therefore� for each O�� value of b� the horizontal
line b 
constant intersects the curve b 
 b�Re�#
 in two points� each of which yields an unstable
eigenvalue� The �rst one is very small and of the form 
 
 b#
�� with  
 �� � and � 
 �� see the
discussion of region D� in Appendix A� By contrast� the second positive eigenvalue is #
 � �	�� i�e��

 � �

	b�
�� It is near the unstable eigenvalue of the stationary homoclinic solution of the rescaled

one�dimensional Fisher�KPP equation ����� Hence� for all O�� values of b� we have that  m is
unstable for all m 
 ��

We remark that the subscript c on bc 
 bc�a�m has been introduced to indicate that the two
distinct real eigenvalues that exist for b � bc merge there to become a complex conjugate pair for
b � bc� Also� just as the scaling of bH with a is given by ������ we know that

bc 
 bc�a� ��m 


p
a�

m
bc��� �� ��

p
a�

m
�����

These results for Case I were not unexpected� since for � � �	� �i�e�� � � �� we have C � � and
hence the right hand side of the NLEP ����� is a small perturbation of a well�known homogeneous
equation� The one�pulse solutions are unstable in this case� because the coupling between the slow
and fast �elds is not su�ciently strong�

Case III� The top curve b 
 b�Re�#
� a�m shown in Figure � is obtained in case III� It lies strictly
in the regime b � �� and thus bc � � and bH � �� Hence� one sees straight away that� for each
O�� value of b� the horizontal lines b 
constant do not intersect the top curve� and there are no
unstable eigenvalues� The stationary patterns  m are formally stable in the regime � � � � �

�
when the parameters a� b and m are O�� and � is su�ciently small�

Case II� The middle curve b 
 b�Re�#
� a�m shown in Figure � is obtained in case II� For all O��
values of a and m� the critical parameters bH and bc are O��� Hence� for �xed a�m and �� there
are three distinguished intervals of O�� b values	

For b � bH�a�m� there do not exist #
 with positive real part�

For bH�a�m � b � bc�a�m� there exists a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues #
 with positive
real part�

For bc�a�m � b� there exist two distinct� positive eigenvalues #
�

In both the latter intervals� the stationary solutions  m are unstable� however� at b 
 bH � there
is a Hopf bifurcation� and the stationary solutions  m are stable for b � bH � This bifurcation is
illustrated in Figure �� wherein the location of the eigenvalues is sketched as a function of b�

The leading order asymptotic behavior of bH�a as a function of a can also be determined from
the explicit formulae ����� and ������ We begin by recalling that� for a 
 m 
 ���� we have
Re�#
 
 � when b 
 bH � ���� ������ Therefore� because � 
 �� we get �at leading order	

bH�a � ����

p
a

m
� �����

��



From the formulae ����� and ����� and from Figure �� one can determine how many of the
solutions  m are stable for a given value of b as follows� This determination is signi�cant since there
can be multiple stable periodic solutions� i�e�� for a given interval of length L �with homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditions� several N �pulse patterns can coexist� for a given set of parameter
values� Note that N � L and m are related by ������ see section ��� and Figures �� � and ��

Let � �
p
a

m � With b �xed� there exists a critical curve� call it �� 
 ���b� such that bH��� 
 b�

i�e�� the horizontal line of �xed b intersects the solution to ����� exactly at Re�#
 
 �� We note
that� if a and m conspire so that � � ��� then the solution  m with this same �xed b will be
stable since the horizontal line does not intersect the curve given by ������ By contrast� if � � ���
then there are either one or two such intersection points� i�e�� either two unstable complex valued
eigenvalues� or two unstable real eigenvalues� In both cases the solution is unstable�

Moreover� we may de�ne a critical value a� of the parameter a by choosing m 
 �	

a� 
 a��b 
 ����b�� �����

The above analysis directly shows that� if a � a��b� then � � �� and the solution  m is unstable

for this value of b� Instead� for a � a��b� then � � �� for all m � ���
q

a
a�
� i�e�� there exists an

m�interval of stable patterns  m� Note that this result is derived in the context of an unbounded x�
domain� In section �� we will perform simulations on bounded domains �mostly with homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditions� hence� by ������ m can only attain certain discrete values� The
above result indicates that for a � a��b several N �pulse patterns can be stable�

Remark ���� Case II may be thought of as the transition case� because it is precisely when b
reaches an O�� value of bH�a�m that the coupling between the slow and the fast �elds becomes
strong enough to stabilize the singular pulse solutions  m� Hence� this case represents the transition
from case I� where the coupling is too weak �bH � � and the solutions are unstable for all b of
O��� to case III� where the coupling is strong enough �bH � � so that the singular patterns are
stable for all b of O���

� Disappearance of one�pulse homoclinic stationary states

In this section� we analyze the disappearance of the one�pulse homoclinic stationary states of �����
We will show that there is a critical value of the parameter B 
 ��b to be found in the scaling when
� 
 � such that the one�pulse solutions exist for larger B �i�e�� for all b when � � � � � but not
for smaller B �i�e�� not for any b when � � � � �� Recalling section �� we remark that the scaling
� 
 � �i�e� � 
 �	� in the notation of ��� falls precisely on the open boundary of the interval ��� �
of � values for which the results of ��� apply� Hence� we use some di�erent techniques� among them
topological shooting� to study this phenomenon�

The analysis of this section is carried out on the following vector �eld	

(u 
 �p

(p 
 �
�
uv� � ���

�

�
�a� ����au

�
(v 
 q

(q 
 �uv� � bv� ����

��



with � � �� This vector �eld is identical to ���� when � 
 ���� �and trivially t � � is the
independent variable� and� when in addition � � �� ���� shares the same geometric features as
����� Also� for any � � IR� this vector �eld has the symmetry

t� �t� p� �p� q � �q� ����

We remark that the � here is not related to the scaled wave speed in ����

We examine ���� in the following three regimes	 � � �� � � �� and � 
 O��� Note that
� 
 O�� corresponds to B 
 b�� 
 b��� i�e B	� 
 b� 
 O�� and � 
 � � log 


log � � In the regime
� � �� the analysis of section ��� in ��� may directly be used� and there it was shown that a
unique stationary one�pulse homoclinic solution exists for each given pair �a� b� In section ���� we
brie�y review the results needed from ���� Then� in section ���� we show that� for � � � �with the

requirement that ���
�

�
� � � and for � 
 O�� but large� there do not exist one�pulse solutions

for any b 
 �� Finally� in section ���� we show that the result of section ��� can be extended to
the regime in which � 
 O�� but � is small� The analyses in sections ��� and ��� for � 
 O��
will su�ce to show the desired results about the existence of a critical B in the scaling when � 
 �
and the disappearance of one�pulse solutions� In section ���� we discuss the results of numerical
simulations� These con�rm that the B values at which the one�pulse solutions disappear lie in the
� 
 � scaling�

Before launching into the analysis� we identify two important times at which the solutions under
study have certain properties� Let  ��t 
 �u��t� p��t� v��t� q��t denote the solution of ����
on the unstable manifold of S that satis�es v��t � � and that stays near the slow unstable manifold
of S restricted to M for a large interval of negative t values� Let B be the neighborhood of the
slow manifold M de�ned by the set f�u� p� v� qjpv� � q� � $� v� q 
 �g� We denote by t� � � the
time at which  ��t �rst pierces the boundary of B� Then� we de�ne	

t� � min
t�t�

fq��t 
 �g
t� � min

t�t�
fp��t 
 �g� ����

These two values� which may be �nite or in�nite� correspond to the times at which the q and p

components� respectively� �rst vanish along a solution  ��t� They derive their importance from
the symmetry ����� and in each of the three regimes for �� we are interested in the relative order
they occur� i�e�� whether t� � t�� t� � t�� or t� 
 t��

��� Asymptotically small � 	� � �


In this section� we explicitly take � � � in ����� With this scaling� the system ���� with � � � � �
is precisely of the form of ����� In ���� it was shown that t� is �nite� and following ���� the choice
of t� 
 � �xes a unique parametrization of the solutions  ��t� so that q�� 
 � and v�� � �� �Of
course� the choice of t� above can be made in a fashion consistent with this parametrization� Also�
we use u�� � p

�
� to denote the values of the u and p coordinates of the solution  ��t at time t�� We

establish	

Proposition ���� Let u� 
 u��m 
 �� a� b be as de�ned in ����

If u��

	


�
�



u� � h�o�t� then t�

	


�
�



t��

��



Proof of Proposition ���� As we have already stated� it follows from the proof of Theorem ���
in ��� that t� exists �and is set to � for all u

�
� 
 O��� Moreover� during the fast� near�separatrix

excursion� u��t stays constant to leading order equal to u�� � its value at t�� In other words� the
solution  ��t makes an excursion into the fast �eld staying close to the fast unstable manifold
of the reduced fast system with u 	 u�� � and the q coordinate must vanish at t� 
 � due to this
closeness result� Hence� we only need to compute p� � p��� to prove the proposition�

It is clear that p� 
 p�� �
R �
t�
(pdt� Since (p 
 O�� � �� one can explicitly compute the

leading order approximation of
R �
t�
(pdt �
 �

�$p in ��� using the fact that the v and q components

of orbits that leave the slow manifold M through �u�� � p
�
� � �� � are O�� close to the homoclinic

orbit of the unperturbed planar system %v 
 �u�� v� � bv� Formula ����� in ��� directly yields	
�
�$p 
 � �b

p
b

u�
�

� O���� where � here plays the same role as � in ���� Due to the �doubly slow� and

linear character of the �ow onM �see Remarks ��� and ���� we �nd that p�� 
 ��pa�h�o�t �see
section ��� and formula ���� in ���� Putting these two formulae together yields	

p� 
 �

�
�pa� �b

p
b

u��

�
� h�o�t� ����

This last expression is the desired formula� since it explicitly gives p� as a function of u�� � It is
identical to formula ���� in ���� see Theorem ����

When u�� equals u� � �b
q

b
a � h�o�t� one �nds p� 
 � to leading order� and hence� the orbit

 ��t is also forward asymptotic to S by the symmetry ����� Moreover� for this choice of u�� � p
��t

is an odd function� and it is monotonically increasing on �t���t��� since u��t 	 u�� and v��t � ��
Therefore�

t� 
 t� when u�� 
 u�� ����

This critical value� u�� of u
�
� is the dividing point between two distinct regimes� To leading

order� formula ���� implies that

if u��

�
�

�

�
u�� then p� 
 ��

p
a� �

�b
p
b

u��

�
�

�

�
�� ����

Therefore� we also have	

t�

�
�

�

�
t� when u��

�
�

�

�
u�� ����

The Implicit Function Theorem implies that the results of the above leading order calculation
persist when the higher order terms are included� i�e� that there exists a critical value of u�� at
u��h�o�t� Combining formulae ���� and ���� gives precisely the statement of the proposition� �

Remark ���� In this section we focus on the disappearance of the homoclinic one�pulse �m 
 ��
A similar analysis yielding the same result can be performed for the periodic patterns �m � �	 for
� 
 � and b large enough singular periodic solutions exist� these solutions have disappeared when
b has become �too small��

��



��� Asymptotically large � 	� � �


In this section� we show that� when � � � �with the requirement that ���
�

�
� � � the orbits  ��t

with u�� 
 O�� cannot be forward asymptotic to S	 there is no orbit  � homoclinic to S� We
obtain this result by showing that neither t� nor t� exists for any O�� value of u�� �

We start by recalling that at t�� the solution is given by �u
�
� � p

�
� � v

�
� � q

�
� � where p

�
� � �� while

the other components are positive� and
q
�v�� � � �q�� � 
 $� We immediately see that� for � � �

and $ small� there exists an �� � � such that for all t � t� � ��� the u�component is negative
�u��t � � and the p�component remains negative� The existence of this �� follows from the facts
that � � �� (u 
 �p� (p 
 �uv� to leading order� and �v�� 

� � $�� where $ is small enough so that
the u component must become negative before the p component can become positive� We remark
that the larger one takes �� the smaller �� becomes� In addition� u��t and p��t are decreasing
functions of time for t � t� � ���

Next� we observe that there is an O�� constant K � � such that� at t 
 t� � ��� we know

v�� �K�� � v� � v�� �K�� and q� � q�� �K���

K is O��� because the magnitude of the third and fourth components of the vector �eld ���� are
O�� and t� can be taken to be O�� without loss of generality� Hence� using the second�order
equation �%v 
 �uv� � bv for v obtained from the third and fourth components of ����� we also
have %v � � at t 
 t� � ���

Our goal is to show that neither t� nor t� exists� The nonexistence of t� follows from the fact
that at t 
 t� � �� u � �� p � � and (u 
 �p � �� (p 
 �uv��h�o�t� � �� thus� u � �� p � � for all
t 
 t�� Furthermore� this result also yields that %v 
 �uv� � bv � � for all t 
 t�� hence %v remains
positive for all t � t� � ��� Both v and (v�� q are positive at t 
 t� � ��� thus� smoothness of
solutions implies that q� and also v� cannot vanish before %v does� We conclude that v and q remain
positive for all t � t� � ��� i�e�� that t� also does not exist�

Therefore� since the above argument applies to any arbitrary� positive� O�� initial value u�� �
we have obtained the desired result that neither t� nor t� exists for any u

�
� of O���

We conclude this section by extending the range of � values for which the above result holds� In
particular� the above arguments also apply when � is O�� but large� i�e�� they do not require � to
be asymptotically large� This conclusion follows directly from the facts that there again exists an
��� since u� again becomes negative while p� remains negative when � is large �and $ is small�
and one is again able to obtain the di�erential inequality for v�

��� �  O��� but small 	� � �


In order to interpret the results for the equation ���� most directly from those of ����� we set
���� 
 � in ���� in this section� The vector �eld is now	

(u 
 �p

(p 
 �
�
uv� � �

�

� �
�

�a � �����au
�

��



(v 
 q

(q 
 �uv� � bv� ����

We study the vector �eld ���� with � 
 O���

The plane M � f�u� p� v� qjv� q 
 �g is an invariant manifold of ���� for all �� � 
 �� and
hence� in particular� for the case under consideration here� namely � 
 O��� but small� Theorems
� and � from ��� imply that any compact subset of M is a normally hyperbolic manifold with
three�dimensional stable and unstable manifolds that are as smooth as the vector �eld� i�e�� Cr for
every r � �� It may be seen directly that the hypotheses of this theorem are satis�ed� since the
�rst Lyapunov type number is less than one along every trajectory on M� the second Lyapunov
type number is less than �	r for all r � �� and with the aid of bump functions on their boundaries�
compact subsets ofM can be made over�owing �and in�owing invariant� The vector �eld on M
is	

(u 
 �p

(p 
 �
�
�� �

� �
�

� a� �����au
�

The saddle point S is located at �u 
 �
�

� ��
�

� � p 
 �� and its stable and unstable manifolds restricted

toM are given by su 	 p 
 ��� �

� �
�

�

p
a�u� �

�

� ��
�

� � Hence� to leading order in �	 p�� 
 ��pa�

First we note that t� must exist� This follows directly from the fact that u�t� 
 u�� � � and
that (u 
 �p can be made as small as needed by adapting �� thus by the equation %v 
 �uv� � bv�
q 
 (v necessarily has a zero at t 
 t�� As in section ��� we take t� 
 � without loss of generality�
The main di�culty �relative to the case of � � � considered in subsection ��� is that u is not
constant to leading order� so that one cannot use formula ���� of ��� to compute �

�$p� and hence
to determine p� � p���� Nevertheless� we can show that if u�� is su�ciently small� then p� � ��
while vice versa� if u�� is large� then p� � �� Therefore� by continuous dependence of solutions on
initial conditions and by the fact that the restricted unstable manifold of S is one�dimensional�
there exists at least one O�� value of u�� in between the small and large values such that for the
solution  ��t we have p� 
 �� This solution is desired one�pulse orbit homoclinic to S due to the
symmetry �����

We begin with the exact computation �which uses the fourth component of the vector �eld ����
to substitute the uv� term	

p��t 
 ��pa�
Z t

t�

(p��sds� h�o�t� 
 �

�
�pa� b

Z t

t�

v��sds� q��t � q��

�
� h�o�t�

Evaluation at t 
 t� 
 �� where q 
 � by assumption� yields	

p� 
 �

�
�pa� b

Z �

t�

v��sds� q��

�
� ����

Note	 if � � � and t� 
 ��� then we recover the result of section ���� since the integral of u��v��

equals b times the intergal of v� in the � � � limit� see section � or see ���� section ��

We can now obtain the desired results that p� � � if u�� is small and p� � � if u�� is large� The
general idea is� for example� that when u�� is su�ciently small� the integral of v� will be large�
First� � � q�� � k$ for some � � k � �� Hence� the third term on the right hand side of ���� is

��



small� and there exists a $ such that k$ �
p
a	��� Next� one directly sees that ���pa � (u � �

as long as p��t � �� Hence�

u�� � ��
p
a�t� t� � u��t � u�� �����

as long as p��t � �� �Note also that one can choose u�� and � such that the lower bound remains
positive� so that p��t increases� Therefore� when u�� is su�ciently small� the solution  ��t stays
near the unstable subspace of the linear system (v 
 q� (q 
 bv for a long time� and in fact� until v��t
gets large� Moreover� from the estimate on u��t� one sees that this closeness can be maintained
for v as large as one pleases �before t reaches zero and q vanishes by making u�� � and as necessary
also �� smaller� Hence� for su�ciently small u�� � the integral in ���� is large and p� � ��

By contrast� by taking u�� su�ciently large� the integral can be made small� so that p� � ��
This follows again from the estimate on u��t but now the nonlinear term in (q dominates so that
the integral can be made as small as desired by chosing u�� su�ciently large� �

� Numerical simulations

In this section� we compare the outcome of numerical simulations with the analytical results pre�
sented in sections ���� In subsection ���� we check the Hopf bifurcation values BH �unscaled or
bH and the pulse disappearance values BD or bD for the homoclinic one�pulse solutions �m 
 ��
Subsection ��� is devoted to spatially�periodic stationary states �m � ��

Numerical simulations have been carried out using a moving grid code on the �nite domain
��� L� with either homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions or the Dirichlet boundary conditions
U 
 �� V 
 �� Moreover� except where noted �e�g�� for studying periodic states� we only considered
intervals that are long enough so that the boundaries are �far away� and do not in�uence the
dynamics� Detailed descriptions of the code we used are given in ��� ���� and a brief synopsis of the
code and its application to the Gray�Scott model is given in section � of ���� We also performed
simulations using the code MOL�D� written by James M� Hyman�

��� The homoclinic one�pulse pattern 	m  �


In this subsection� we report on a number of numerical experiments designed to concretely check
the theoretically predicted value of BH�a� � 
 bH�a� �

p
�� the Hopf bifurcation point� In all

simulations we performed near such a bifurcation point� we found that small perturbations of the
homoclinic one�pulse induced a �temporally periodic behavior of the pulse	 it started to oscillate
periodically up and down� without changing its position �in ��� such pulses were called �dancing
pulses�� When B is such that the one�pulse was asymptotically stable �B � BH� these oscillations
damped out and the stationary one�pulse reappeared� For B � BH � the oscillations become more
and more violent until the one�pulse disappeared completely	 the �ow induced by ���� is attracted
to the �trivial pattern� �U � �� V � �� Thus� the Hopf bifurcation is apparently subcritical� In all
the simulations we performed� the trivial pattern was found to be the only asymptotic attractor
for B � BH � This agrees with the asymptotic theory presented in section �	 the periodic patterns
�m � � only become stable at BH �m � BH �m 
 �� see ����� and section ����

��



Furthermore� we numerically determined the value BD 
 bD� at which the one�pulse �disappears�
�section � and splits into two traveling pulses ������ ����� ����

First� we �xed a at a 
 � �A 
 ��� We conducted numerical simulations of ���� with a series
of su�ciently large interval length and number of grid points to check that the outcome of the
simulations is independent of these quantities� We observed	

�� ����� ����� ����� � �p
� ���� ���� ���� � �

Hopf

BH�� ���� ���� ���� � � as
p
�

bH��� � 
 �
� ���� ���� ���� ����

bH��� bH��� � 
 �
� ���� ���� ���� � � as

p
�

Disappear

BD�� ���� ���� ���� � � as �

bD��� � 
 �
� ���� ���� ���� � � as

p
�

bD��� � 
 � ���� ���� ���� �

Thus� the simulations seem to agree with the predictions from the asymptotic theory	 the
values of the unscaled quantity BH�� are of O�

p
�� If we introduce the critical scaling� � 
 �

� �

BH 
 bH
p
�� then we see that the values of bH�� approach the theoretically predicted value of

bH 
 bH�� � ���� �at a 
 �� ������ Moreover� the error� bH��� bH��� is of the order� O�
p
��

of the next terms in the asymptotic expansion�

The �splitting bifurcation� at B 
 BD � or BD 
 bD�
�� is considered in the last three rows of

the above table� First we remark that the B�region in which the homoclinic one�pulse solution
exists as a stable attractor B � �BD��� BH�� is rather small� in the unscaled parameter B	 in
��� this region was called the �transition region�� Note that the asymptotic theory predicts that
both lim���BD�� 
 � and lim���BH�� 
 �� Thus� if we measure the width of this transition
region in the unscaled parameter B� we �nd that it shrinks to zero in the limit � � �� However�
if we introduce the critical scaling B 
 b

p
� we observe that the b�interval in which the one�pulse

is asymptotically stable approaches a non�zero value as � decreases� as is predicted by the theory
presented in sections � � �� Moreover� we see that bD�� is still of O�

p
� in the � 
 �

� scaling� The
theory of section � predicts that there exists a value of BD 
 O�� such that one�pulse solutions
of the form given by Theorem � do not exist for B � BD 
 bD�� While we do not yet know of
a quantitative mechanism to predict values of bD �and hence the � mark in the above table� the
above reported numerical simulations seem to con�rm that a disappearance value of B exists and
that this value scales with ��

Since the previous sections � and � give a rather detailed description of the Hopf bifurcation
that takes place at b 
 bH �� 
 �

�� there are also other possibilities to validate this theory	

A second quantitative check on the theoretically predicted value of bH can be obtained by
measuring the period of the oscillations induced by the Hopf�bifurcation� We for instance �xed
A at A 
 ��a� a 
 ��� and � at �� 
 ������ The theory predicts that bH � ���� �� 
 �

� � see
������ Hence� the period of the oscillations near the Hopf bifurcation should be T � ��� because
the analysis gives a scaled critical eigenvalue of #
H � ����i at the bifurcation ������ which when

��



scaled back via 
 
 b��#
 implies that the real 
H � ���� � ��������	 � �����i � �����i so that
the periodic part behaves approximately as e�����it� By comparison� near the critical value BH���
BH�� 
 bH��

p
�� we observed in the numerical simulation of ���� that the homoclinic one�pulse

started to oscillate up and down� We measured the period of these oscillations to be � ��� which
is in excellent agreement with the theoretical value�

The third set of numerical simulations� perhaps the most extensive� measures the critical scaling
of bH as a function of a� As demonstrated in section �� the value of bH is determined by formula
����� as a function m and a� Fixing the analysis on the homoclinic orbits �m 
 �� we determined
the theoretical formula for the critical scaling to be	 bH�a � ����

p
a� for m 
 � 
 �� see ������ In

order to verify this critical scaling numerically with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions�
we compared the theoretical f th g and numerical f n g values of bH�a	

L 
 ���� �� 
 ����� L 
 ���� �� 
 �����

a bH f th g bH f n g bH	
p
a f n g bH f n g bH	

p
a f n g

��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Thus� once again� the numerical values agree with the theoretical values to approximately within
the error of the next term� O�p�� in the asymptotic expansion� In addition� the ratio bH�a	

p
a�

which is also close to the leading order theoretical value of ����� appears to stay constant as a
is changed� especially for the smaller value of �� Therefore� the data corroborates the theoretical
analysis of section � quite nicely�

Remark 	��� Fixing a and �� the size of the domain of attraction of the stable stationary one�pulse
solutions depends on the value of B � �BD � BH� Near the boundaries of this interval we could only
�nd stable solutions either by using initial data given by the explicit asymptotic formulae for  �
�see section ��� and ��� or by a continuation method� In the second case� we initially took B such
that the one�pulse pattern could be found with the asymptotic formulae as initial conditions� then
we took this pattern as initial condition and adapted B� If one uses more �crude� initial conditions
and does not apply the continuation method� then the region �BD� BH shrinks signi�cantly� This
means that the domain of attraction of the one�pulse pattern becomes quite small� especially near
BD and BH � Thus� one really needs to apply a continuation method to verify the correct behavior
of BD and BH as functions of ��

Remark 	��� For several of the simulations reported in this subsection� we veri�ed that the use of
Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions gave qualitatively and quantitatively similar results�
In all cases� the solutions were visually identical over approximately ninety percent of the domain�
Disagreements occurred only near the boundaries�

Remark 	��� As was already reported in ���� as �� decreases it rapidly becomes impossible� given
the hardware and software we used� to perform reliable simulations� For example� if the parameters
are chosen to be a 
 ���� �� 
 ������ and if the length of the interval is normalized to �� we found

��



that the width of the stable V�pulse is � ������� A reliable simulation needs at least about ���
grid points near the V �pulse� thus the moving grid code has to allocate about ��� grid points to
an interval of width � ������ about the center of the pulse� This means that the distance between
grid points becomes less than �����

��� Spatially periodic N�pulse patterns 	m � �


In this section we discuss a number of observations on the stability of the periodic patterns� On
�nite intervals these patterns are called N �pulse patterns� where N denotes the number of singular
�V �pulses� First we note that now the length L of the interval plays a crucial role since it directly
determines the period T of an N �pulse pattern� i�e� T 
 T �L�N� Note that the homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditions and the symmetry of the solutions immediately yield that T �L�N 

L

N�� � see also Figures �� � and �� Thus� by ������ L determines the value of m associated to such
a pattern� and m is the key parameter that decides about the stability of a periodic pattern�

Since we performed a stability analysis on an unbounded domain� we should expect that the
outcome of the numerical simulations di�ers from the predictions based on section �� However� as
long as we consider intervals of length L� T �m 	 �

� � the numerical simulations should� to leading
order� agree with the theory developed in section �� just as they did for the case m 
 � reported in
section ����

In the simulations reported in the table below� we �xed a at a 
 � and � at �� 
 �����
Using periodic initial conditions and the continuation method� we determined for N 
 �� �� ���� ��
BH 
 bH�m

p
�� BD 
 bD�m� and the patterns appearing from the the N �pulse pattern as

B � BH and B � BD 	

Number of pulses N � � � � � �

Period T � ����� � m ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Hopf � 
 �
�

bH�m ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
mbH�m ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
b � bH � N � � � ��� � �

Disappear � 
 �
�

bD�m ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
� 
 �
bD�m ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
mbD�m ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
b � bD � N � � � � �� ��

The most striking outcome of these simulations is that mbH remains constant� � ����� for
N 
 �� �� ���� �) Of course� this is predicted by the asymptotic theory of section � ������� ������
but the extent to which it remains constant in these simulations is much higher than can be
expected �note that theoretically mbH 
 ����� see ������ These observations also show that�
for decreasing B� the �rst singular pattern to become stable is the homoclinic one�pulse and that
BH�N� � BH�N� if N� � N�� This agrees with section � since m�N� � m�N��

��



The value of B at the �splitting bifurcation�� B 
 BD� again seems to scale with � �see Remark
���� Since we do not know how to exactly determine bD analytically� we also cannot predict the
behavior of bD as function of m� However� the numerical simulations suggest that� like mbH�m�
mbD�m remains constant to leading order�

The above table also shows that for a certain choice of B 
 b
p
� various N �pulse patterns can

be stable� For instance we see that the N 
 �� �� � patterns are stable for � 
 �
� and b 
 ���� �and

all others are unstable � see Figures �a and �� Similarly� we found that for � 
 �
� and b 
 ����

the N �pulse patterns with N 
 �� �� ����� �� are asymptotically stable� see Figures �b and ��

Furthermore� we also added information on the character of the pattern that appeared as an
N �pulse pattern has become unstable �both for B � BH or for B � BD� The behavior near
BH seems to be quite unpredictable and sensitive to perturbations	 we could not discover a trend
that enabled us to predict the number of pulses of the pattern that appeared after an N �pulse
solution had become unstable by the Hopf bifurcation� Moreover� a priori negligible changes in the
initial conditions� i�e� changes in the perturbation of the N �pulse pattern� can induce the evolution
towards a di�erent pattern	 we have observed that the marginally unstable ��pulse pattern either
evolves into an ��pulse pattern or into a ��pulse pattern �a 
 �� b 
 ����� � 
 �

� � �
� 
 �����

L 
 ���� We did not analyze this behavior systematically� In Figure �� we present a plot of the
behavior of the grid as the ��pulse solution has just become unstable	 �rst two V �pulses disappear
�after �dancing� up and down� then the remaining � V �pulses slowly travel towards the stable
��pulse con�guration� Note that the oscillations of the grid are caused by the periodic subcritical
Hopf behavior� The behavior near BD is more clear	 at the disappearance bifurcation� all pulses
split simultaneously� The only subtlety is encountered for the one�pulse	 initially� it splits into �
pulses that travel towards the stationary ��pulse con�guration� However� since the bD values of the
one�pulse and the ��pulse are so close �numerically� the ��pulse usually also has to disappear	 it
also undergoes the dynamic splitting process� The �nal pattern is the stationary ��pulse�

	 Discussion

The fact that for a given pair of parameter values �A 
 a��� B 
 b�� there may exist a m�interval
of asymptotically stable T �m�periodic solutions on the unbounded domain is reminiscent of the
so�called Eckhaus instability criterion that appears throughout the literature on pattern formation�
see ��� and ���� In fact� there is a relation at least at the formal level	 as was already noted in ���
the stable singular periodic pattern becomes a regular spatially periodic pattern as A increases�
see especially Figure �� in ���� where A 
 O��� This periodic solution is the continuation of
the periodic pattern that bifurcates from a �new� trivial state �U � U�� V � V� as A decreases
through a certain O�� value A� �this �new� trivial state only exists for �B

� � A� see also ����� On
the unbounded domain� this bifurcation can be described by a �real Ginzburg�Landau equation�
and thus one can �formally conclude that there exists an interval of stationary� spatially periodic
solutions for � � A��A� � with a subinterval of stable solutions ���� Numerically one can continue
this subinterval of bifurcated stable stationary� spatially periodic solutions into the interval of stable
stationary� singular� spatially periodic solutions found in this paper�

Self�replication has also been studied in a number of other reaction�di�usion systems �the listing
here is not exhaustive� These include a class of FitzHugh�Nagumo type models� see the Conclusion

��



section of ����� as well as the references there� for a discussion of some of these� See also the book
���� for a thorough� physically�based treatment of splitting in bistable models� The list of models
that have been studied also includes a partially�linearized version of the Gray�Scott equations�
where the reaction terms in the equation governing the inhibitor have been linearized� see �����

Both the geometric methods used to construct the singular solutions for the Gray�Scott model
���� in ��� and the NLEP�approach to the stability of these solutions developed in this paper can
in principle be applied to a large class of coupled reaction�di�usion equations of the form	

��
�u

�t



��u

�x�
� ��F��u� v � F��u� v

�v

�t

 ��

��v

�x�
�G�u� v� ����

where � 
 � and � � �� Here� � plays the role of � in ���� �and � 
 �
� corresponds to � 
 ��

Of course there are a number of conditions on the functions Fi�u� v and G�u� v� for instance� one
must have at least one homogeneous steady state �u�� � � corresponding to �U � �� V � � in
���� � which is a saddle�saddle �xed point of the time�independent system ����� so that the plane
M 
 fv 
 �� vx 
 �g is a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold� Due to the condition F��u� � � �
and to the factor of �� in front of the F� term� the dynamics on this manifold is super slow� just
as in the Gray�Scott model� Moreover� G�u� v must be such that the stationary fast reduced limit
� 
 v�� � G�u � const�� v has a homoclinic solution� The details of the analysis of this general
system ���� will be the subject of future work� It should be noted that the model system studied
and derived in ���� can be brought into the form ����� this system exhibits a self�replicating and
multi�pulse behavior that is remarkably similar to that observed in the Gray�Scott model�

In addition to being generalizable to other systems with homoclinic orbits as discussed above�
the theory can also be applied to systems with multiple saddle�saddle �xed points connected by
fast heteroclinic orbits� These models can exhibit splitting phenomena similar to those of the
FitzHugh�Nagumo or other bistable systems cited above�
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A Scaling analysis of the eigenvalue problem

As shown in section �� the linear stability of the stationary solutions �U�� V� is determined by the
eigenvalue problem ����� which we copy here	


U 

d�U

dx�
� V �

� U � �U�V�V � ��aU


V 
 ��
d�V

dx�
� V �

� U � �U�V�V � b��V� �A��

with the �boundary conditions� that U and V remain bounded as x� ��� In order to study this
eigenvalue problem� we introduced the relevant scalings for �U�� V� from ��� �recall ����	

x 
 ���
�

�
��� U� 
 �

�

�
�u�� V� 
 ��

�

�
�v�� �A��

Here� � � ��� �� Also� as described in section �� we introduced the following scalings for the
eigenvalue and eigenfunctions	


 
 ��b&
� U 
 �
�

�
�u� and V 
 ��

�

�
�v for any  � IR� �A��

We remark that &
 is assumed to be O�� with these scalings� For convenience� U and V are scaled
as U� and V� are scaled� however� there is no a priori reason to expect that u and v are O���
In fact� u and v are not uniformly O�� for all x for any choice of scaling� and so any convenient
scaling will do� Inserting �A�� and �A�� into �A��� one directly �nds	

u�� �
�
�������v�� � ������b&
� �	��a

�
u 
 ��������u�v�v

v�� �
�
�u�v� � b� ����b&


�
v 
 �v��u� �A��

In this appendix� we demonstrate that the signi�cant scaling is  
 � so that unstable eigenvalues
�Re�&
 � � might exist� Moreover� there is one additional signi�cant scaling�  
 � � � �and
 
 �� in which there are eigenvalues with Re�&
 � �� however� these eigenvalues are a subset of the
eigenvalues found for the nonlocal eigenvalue problem at the �signi�cant degeneration�  
 � 
 ����
i�e� � 
 �

� � See Remark ��� and Figure ���

First� we analyze the u equation� The three terms involving � but not &
 are� �� since � � ��� ��
The term involving both � and &
� however� is only � � when  � ���� In fact� if instead  � ���
�see region A in Figure ��� and hence also � � � �� then the eigenvalue problem �A�� becomes
to leading order	

u�� � ������b&
u 
 �
v�� � ����b&
v 
 ��

This leading order eigenvalue problem has no solutions that are bounded both as � � �� when
Re�&
 � �� Therefore� there are no eigenvalues 
 of �A�� scaling with  in region A� and� henceforth�
we restrict our attention to the domain  � � � ��

For all �� 
 parameter combinations in this domain� we have	

u 
 &c� h�o�t �A��

��



during the fast regime� for some constant &c� The constancy of u follows directly from the facts that
u�� � � and that terms linear in � grow without bound as � � ��� The value of &c is determined
by matching the jump discontinuity in u� in the slow and fast �elds �recall Figure �� There are two
slow segments� one for each of the semi�in�nite intervals x � � and x � �� The jump discontinuity
$sUx in the slow �eld at x 
 � between these two �rewritten in terms of the scaled variables is	

$su� 
 ��&c
q
b&
�

�

�
���� �

�
� � h�o�t� �A��

for  � �� This result is derived using the same procedure as employed in section ���	 the leading

order slow �outer solutions are U� 
 c�e
p
b�����a��x for x � � and Ur 
 cre

�
p
b�����a��x for x � ��

then by de�nition $sUx 
 limx���
dUr
dx � limx���

dU�
dx � and �nally �A�� and �A�� imply �A���

We remark that� when  
 �� the above formula is equivalent to ������ Also� for completeness� we

remark that when  � �� $su� 
 ��&c
p
a���

�

�
� � h�o�t�

The jump discontinuity $fu� in u� in the fast �eld is given exactly by	

$fu� 

Z Tf

�

�Tf

�

u��d��

where Tf is de�ned in section �� and here we explicitly take Tf 
 s ln
�
�
�

�
for some s su�ciently

large� By �A���a and �A���

$fu� 
 �������
Z Tf

�

�Tf

�

�
&cv�� � �u�v�v

�
d� � ������b&
&cTf � �	��a&cTf � h�o�t� �A��

Now� the selection of the dominant term�s in �A�� depends on � In region B�� where � � � �
 � �� �see Figure ��� the term with &
 dominates and one can readily show that no eigenvalues 

with positive real part exist in this scaling� In fact� matching the values of the slow and fast jump
discontinuities to leading order yields	

��&c�� �
�
��� �

�
� 


q
b&
&cTf �

Hence� either &
 is a function of � �directly� as well as indirectly via Tf� or &c 
 �� The result in the
former case contradicts the scaling hypothesis that &
 is independent of �� while in the latter case�
the eigenvalue problem �A�� becomes� to leading order	

v�� � ����b&
v 
 �� �A��

which� when Re�&
 � �� does not have solutions that are bounded both as � � ��� Therefore�
as claimed� there are no eigenvalues 
 of �A�� that scale with  in region B�� and� henceforth� we
restrict our search even further to the domain in which  � ���

In this domain� the dominant term in $fu� �see �A�� is the O�������� term involving the

integral� Using the facts that Tf 
 O�s ln
�
�
�

�
 for s su�ciently large� and that v� � � exponentially

fast as � � ��� one sees directly that the leading order asymptotics for $fu� is given by	

$fu� 
 �������
Z �

��

�
&cv�� � �u�v�v

�
d�� �A��

��



�The tails are �
K e

�KTf

� 
 O��Ks
�  for some K � �� and hence they are of higher order than the

neglected terms� Matching this leading order fast jump discontinuity $fu� given by �A�� to that
of the slow �eld $su� given by �A��� one obtains	
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This matching result immediately yields
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Remark A��� We used the result
R�
�� v��d� 
 ��b

p
b	u�� that follows directly from section �� see

also ���� Moreover� when  
 �� the formula �A��� reduces to that for &c obtained in section ����

The remainder of the information we will need in this section is contained in the equations
�A��� for &c and �A�� �with �A�� for v� In particular� these equations determine two transition
lines	

L� 	  
 �� ��
L� 	  
 � �A���

that are central to the analysis� Along and above L�� &c 
 O��� while &c� � below L�� In addition�
along L�� a transition occurs in which the asymptotic ordering of the eigenvalue term in the v
equation goes from � � below L� to O�� on L�� to � � above L�� The scaling along L� is the
signi�cant one studied in sections ���� Moreover� the transition point along L� at � 
 �	� where
L� and L� intersect has been given special attention in sections ����

The lines L� and L� separate the domain  � �� that we are studying into four regions B��
B�� D�� and D� �see Figure ��� In both B� and B�� the eigenvalue term in the v equation is � ��
as stated above� while the right hand side is � � in B� and O�� in B�� because  � � � �� and
 � � � ��� respectively� in these domains� Hence� to leading order� the eigenvalue problem �A��
in both regions is also given by �A��� Therefore� for all � � ��� �� the same argument as applied
in the region B� demonstrates that there are no eigenvalues 
 of �A�� with positive real part that
scale with  in regions B� and B��

Region D� is given by � �  � �� ��� The eigenvalue problem �A�� becomes	
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�
�u�v� � b� ����b&
v

�
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 ���� �

�
�� �

�
�&c�v�� � �A���

where &c 
 ���
�

�
�� �

�
�&c� � O�� and &c� 
 O�� throughout D�� see �A���� This problem is similar to

����� with #
 replaced by ����&
 and #c replaced by ���
�

�
�� �

�
�&c�� Thus� solutions to �A��� correspond

to solutions to ���� with j#
j � �� More precisely� �by comparing �A��� to �����	 �A��� can be
brought into the form ���� with� by �����

P � 
 ��� � ����&
 and C 

�

� � � b
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a ������
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&
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since here � 
 ���
�

�
�� �

�
�� Thus� in this case� relation ����� reduces to

b� 

a

�m�
������

�p
&

� �A���

at leading order� since limP�� C�P  


� ������ By construction� b� &
 
 O��� thus� �A��� can

only have solutions if  
 �� � �and  
 �� see Figure ���

Thus� only on the line segment  
 ��� with � �  � � do there exist �real� positive eigenvalues
in the region D�� Note that these eigenvalues correspond to the small eigenvalues � � #
� � found
in section � for  
 � 
 �

� and b� ��

Finally� we show that in region D�� which corresponds to  � ��  � �� ��� there do not exist
eigenvalues with positive real parts and with &
 
 O��� The eigenvalue problem �A�� is� to leading
order	

v�� � ��u�v� � b v 
 �&cv�� � ����b&
v� �A���

where &c 
 O�� throughout D�� because D� lies above L�� This property of &c is what makes the
result for D� di�er from that for D�� More precisely� to leading order� we have	

&c 

u��
R�
�� v�vd�

�b
p
b

� �A���

Therefore� the leading order eigenvalue problem �A��� is precisely ����� with 
 
 �� and from the
analysis in section �� we may directly conclude that there does not exist a solution to this problem
with b �nite� See also Figure �� Hence� the full eigenvalue problem cannot be solved�

The results of this appendix are summarized in Figure ��� This �gure shows that there are
only two line segments in the ��� �strip�  
 � and  
 �� � with � � ��� �� �� in which there exist
unstable eigenvalues� The crucial case � 
 �

� � sections � and � � occurs here as the intersection of
the two line�intervals�

��



Figure Captions

Figure �� Stationary one�pulse solutions and spatially periodic stationary solutions of ���� ob�
served in numerical simulations with �� 
 ���� and L 
 ���	 �a a 
 �� b 
 ����� � 
 �

� � �b a 
 ��
b 
 ����� � 
 �

� � In these plots� as well as in all other plots� the concentration V is given by the
solid curves with nearly zero vertical intercept� containing the high and narrow spikes� while the
concentration U is given by the solid curve whose vertical intercept is higher� and which has local
minima at the center of the V�pulses�

Figure �� Schematic illustrations of �a the one�pulse homoclinic orbit  ��� and �b a singular
periodic orbit  m���m � �� in the ��d phase space of ����� Note that these schematic illustrations
show the slow segments in �u�� u coordinates and the fast segments in �v��v� coordinates�

Figure �� The singular structure of a solution U�x of ���� as function of the slow variable x�

Figure �� A plot of C�P  as function of P � ��� �� ������

Figure �� The solution b 
 b�#
� a� ��m of ����� as function of Re�#
 for a 
 � 
 � �middle

curve�
p
a�
m � � �top curve and

p
a�
m � � �bottom curve� Note that bH��� �� � � ���� and

bc��� �� �� �����

Figure �� The �pitchfork�orbit� through the complex plane of the two unstable eigenvalues #
�� 

#
���b of the NLEP ����� for decreasing b �and a 
 � 
 m 
 �� #
� � �� #
� � �

	 for b � ��
#
� 
 #
� � ���� for b 
 bc��� �� �� ����� #
� 
 �#
� � ����i for b 
 bH��� �� �� �����

Figure 	� a 
 �� b 
 ����� � 
 �
� 	 the �� � ���pulse solutions are stable	 �a the ��pulse solution�

�b the ��pulse solution� The stable one�pulse solution is shown in Figure �a� Here �� 
 ���� and
L 
 ����

Figure �� a 
 �� b 
 ����� � 
 �
� 	 the �� �� ���� ���pulse solutions are stable	 �a the ��pulse

solution� �b the ���pulse solution� The stable ��pulse solution is shown in Figure �b� Here also
�� 
 ���� and L 
 ����

Figure �� �a An x�t vs� t plot of the behavior of the grid points in the case that the ��pulse
solution loses its stability due to the Hopf�bifurcation �a 
 �� b 
 ����� � 
 �

� � �
� 
 ����� L 
 ����

The V �pulses �dance� up and down� with increasing amplitude� and this causes the periodic grid
oscillations� Two V pulses �shrink� to V 
 � at T � ����� The two remaining pulses travel �very
slowly towards the asymptotically stable periodic ��pulse	 in �b �U�x� T � V �x� T  is shown �see
the solid curve with the two pulses with the smaller maximum in V  for T 
 ����� i�e� just after the
disappearance of the two pulses� and for T 
 �����	 the pattern has evolved towards the ��pulse
attractor �the solid curves with the symmetric U and V pro�les�

Figure �
� The six regions in the ��  plane analyzed in Appendix A and the line�intervals  
 ��
� � ��� � and  
 �� �� � � ��� �� ��

��
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